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The investigations into the E-layer peak height (hmE)

variations is a matter of great interest, since they are

useful in specifying some theoretical aspects involving the

E-layer formation. In terns of excited molecular ions it

is possible to make a theoretical prediction of a hmE de

crease with an increase in solar activity: a slight monoto-

nous decrease throughout the solar cycle.

A comparison was made between the theoretical inferen-

ces and the hmE measurement data The rocket measurement da-

ta are ineonsistet t and make it impossible to draw a final

conclusion that the hmE variations are dependent on solar

activity. Therefore, of great value are the data obtained

from the measurements of hmE which had been conducted for

many years with the aid of the same procedure using the

incoherent scattering (IS) Kharkov radar.

As seen from the Kharkov IS radar data there is a

smooth linear hmE decrease in the transition from low to me-

dium solar activity. It should be stressed that according to

the simple layer theory the E-layer peak height can be

expected to rise slightly as the solar activity increases

due to the rising atmospheric temperature.

Using the theory that allows for the excited ions [1]

made it possible to account for the effect of the smooth li-

near decrease ;n the E-layer peak height. According to this

theory the hn£' is being formed near the peak heigt of the

excited ion concentration [NO (h^)], which decreases with a

rise in the exospheric temperature and, consequently, with

an increase in solar activity.

A comparison between the predicted data and those ob-

tained from the Kharkov IS radar showed that they were in

good agreement.
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